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Woutertje Pieterse 
Prize
Silver Slate Pencil 

Stem op de okapi  
Edward van de Vendel & Martijn van der Linden (Querido) 

Gips
Anna Woltz (Querido) 

Golden Slate 
Pencil 
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Golden Paint 
Brush 

Lettersoep
Harriët van Reek (Querido)

Hondje, de enige echte
Yvonne Jagtenberg (Rubinstein)

Silver Paint Brush
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Golden Frame 
From 12 years up: 

Oliver
Edward van de Vendel (Querido) 

Tijs en de eenhoorn
Imme Dros &  
Harrie Geelen (Querido)

Kom uit die kraan!  
Tjibbe Veldkamp &  
Alice Hoogstad (Lemniscaat)

Silver Slate Pencils
Up to 6 years:

De tuin van de walvis 
Toon Tellegen & Annemarie van 
Haeringen (Querido)

De IJsmakers 
Ernest van der Kwast (De Bezige Bij)

Groter dan de lucht, erger dan de zon 
Daan Remmerts de Vries (Querido) 

Nooit denk ik aan niets 
Monique and Hans Hagen & 
Charlotte Dematons (Querido)

Een aap op de wc
Joukje Akveld & Martijn van der Linden 
(Hoogland & Van Klaveren)

Rond vierkant vierkant rond 
Ted van Lieshout (Leopold)

Mooi boek 
Joke van Leeuwen 
(Querido)

Silver Slate Pencils
From 6 years up:

Dioraphte  
Jongeren literatuurprijs 
From 15 years up: 

Silver Slate Pencils 
From 9 years up:

Silver Slate Pencils 
Poetry:

Silver Slate Pencils
Informative:
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Floor Rieder (b. 1985) won the Golden  
Paint Brush, the country’s most prestig-
ious illustration prize for children’s books, 
with her debut Het raadsel van alles wat 
leeft (written by Jan Paul Schutten, 
published in English as The Mystery  
of Life). 

Her first picture book is also a great hit. 
This has the shape of a concertina book 
and, on the front and back, tells two 
mirrored stories. In the first, a woman is 
walking down the street, looking for her 
cat, while in the second you can see what 
the cat is getting up to inside the neigh-
bours’ houses. 
 The book looks like a house, while 
folded out it becomes a street, drawn in 
Rieder’s distinctive graphic style with 
‘dirty’ colours. Jokes are hidden within the 
details, turning Rieder’s stunning illustra-
tions into layered pictures with plenty to 
look for and find.

Floor Rieder

Where Is Ludwig?
Author/illustrator Floor Rieder
Age 4+ 
Pages 22
Publisher Gottmer/CPNB
Contact
Ingrid van der Mooren
ivdm@gottmer.nl

Rights sold
Chinese (Postwave Publishing)

First there was the innovative  
Memorykonijn (published in English as  
The Other Rabbit), a picture book based  
on the famous memory game, and now 
Maranke Rinck (b. 1976) and Martijn van 
der Linden (b. 1979) have come up with  
a playful way to turn the Chinese tangram 
puzzle into a book. 

With no more than seven puzzle pieces, 
illustrator Van der Linden conjures up a 
procession of animals in a wide range of 
different poses. 
 Rinck has written a light-hearted and 
amusing story about animals chasing after 
each other. Children can use the real 
tangram pieces at the back of the book to 
copy the animals and make up their own 
stories. A surprisingly ingenious and 
playful book that will cheer and delight 
its readers.

Incredibly original (…) The best picture 
book of 2016. – De Volkskrant   
 
Not only terribly ingenious and 
exceptionally beautiful, but also great 
fun. – NRC Handelsblad

Author Marancke Rinck 
Illustrator Martijn van der Linden
Age 4+ 
Pages 52
Publisher Lemniscaat
Contact 
Sascha Duijvestijn
foreignrights@lemniscaat.nl

Rights sold 
Catalonian (Ekaré), Chinese 
(Tomorrow Publishing House), 
French (Kaleidoscope), Spanish 
(Ekaré) 

 Maranke Rinck &  
Martijn van der Linden

Tangram Cat  

Groundbreaking and stunning. 
– NRC Handelsblad 
 
A beautiful concertina book, in 
which Rieder’s distinctive robust 
style comes into its own. – Trouw
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On the day Sien leaves, the sky is pitch 
black. The cloud from which this won-
derfully beautiful picture book develops 
is also pitch black. 

With a fragile white line, Annemarie van 
Haeringen (b. 1959) sketches the basket 
where the dog takes her last breath. 
Gradually, more colour slips into the 
pages, the black cloud takes on the shape 
of a dog, and room for comfort and 
consolation is created. 
 Bibi Dumon Tak (b. 1964) wrote this tale 
in small sentences with great power and 
eloquence, creating a brave story about 
loss and mourning. Van Haeringen came 
up with an entirely new visual language 
to express grief.

Bibi Dumon Tak &  
Annemarie van Haeringen

Sien’s Heaven

Author Bibi Dumon Tak 
Illustrator Annemarie van 
Haeringen
Age 6+ 
Pages 32
Publisher Querido
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

Rights sold 
German (Gerstenberg), English 
(Eerdmans)

Before Philip Hopman (b. 1961) became 
an illustrator, he briefly studied fashion. 
Hubert de Givenchy – voor Audrey met liefs 
(Hubert de Givenchy – for Audrey with 
Love) combines both of these passions. 

This picture book about the famous 
couturier and his muse is part of the series 
of art-related books created by the  
Gemeentemuseum in The Hague and gave 
Hopman the opportunity to go to town 
with his illustrations of classic suits and 
elegant dresses. He also zooms in on 
Givenchy’s relationship with actress 
Audrey Hepburn, whose film costumes he 
designed. Hopman prepared himself 
thoroughly; his elegant, stylish illustrations 
are full of local colour. 
 This is a beautiful and very personal 
interpretation of a glorious piece of 
fashion and film history.

Philip Hopman 

Hubert de Givenchy – 
for Audrey with Love 

Author/illustrator Philip Hopman
Age 4+ 
Pages 32
Publisher Leopold
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

Rights sold 
English (Nord-Süd), French (Versant 
Sud), Russian and Ukranian 
(Artbooks)

Once again, Hopman excels in 
several ways in this book: in his 
human figures, in his city scenes and 
in the portraits: Audrey and Hubert 
really come to life. – Edward van  
de Vendel

Hopman has a fabulous drawing 
style that immediately transports you 
to the Hepburn era. – Boekhopper

A sublime picture book. – Trouw  
 
Exceptionally beautiful [...] With 
adult gravity, Dumon Tak writes for 
children. – NRC Handelsblad 
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It is, of course, no coincidence that the 
boy on the front of Oorlog en vriendschap 
(War and Friendship) wears exactly the 
same distinctive round glasses as the 
88-year-old author Dolf Verroen. The 
protagonist may be called Joop, but his 
experiences are the wartime memories  
of Verroen himself.
 
While many children’s books about the 
Second World War focus on excitement 
and adventure, Verroen writes quietly 
about the life of an ordinary, rather shy 
little boy, who does not play a heroic role. 
The war is something that happens to 
Joop and, as an eleven-year-old, he has to 
cope with it as best he can. This passivity 
is a strong basis for the book and, histori-
cally speaking, a realistic one.
 War and Friendship, then, does not rely 
on suspense for its impact, but on the 
personal, perfect tone in which Verroen 
writes. The brief chapters, with atmos-
pheric black-and-white miniatures by 
Charlotte Dematons, concisely describe 
scenes from day-to-day life in wartime 
Holland, with the real drama concealed 

within small observations and comments: 
‘I thought Mr Millenaar would say some-
thing about the raid, but he just started 
with grammar as usual.’
 Sometimes the danger comes close to 
home, as when a neighbour is shot in a 
Nazi reprisal. Verroen writes about this 
incident plainly and honestly.
 Then Joop discovers that his friend 
Kees’s parents are members of the NSB, 
the Dutch national-socialist movement, a 
political party that collaborated with the 
Nazis in the war. He’s shocked, but he still 
wants to stay friends with Kees. 
 Verroen makes it easy to identify with 
Joop’s dilemma. For example, when Joop’s 
mother hisses at him to keep walking 
when they see Kees: ‘I wanted to yell, to 
tear myself away. I did nothing. I walked 
past him as if he were a stranger.’
 Dolf Verroen wrote this gem as the gift 
book for the annual Children’s Book Week 
in the Netherlands. In October 2016, an 
astounding 345,000 copies were distrib-
uted and the book was very positively 
received by the critics.

Dolf Verroen 
War and Friendship
Poignant memories of a difficult wartime friendship

Dolf Verroen (b. 1928) is a grand 
old man of Dutch children’s 
literature. His first children’s book 
came out in 1957 and sixty years 
later he has more than a hundred 
titles to his name, a number of which 
have won Zilveren Griffel awards. 
His books have been translated into 
English, German, Italian, Basque, 
Danish, Swedish, Turkish, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Korean, Japanese, 
Papiamento and Hindi. His biggest 
international success is the book 
Hoe mooi wit ik ben (How 
Beautifully White I Am), which won 
prizes including the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis and the Italian 
Premio Nazionale di Letteratura per 
ragazzi ‘Città di Bella.’

Author Dolf Verroen
Illustrator Charlotte Dematons
Age 10+
Pages 96
Publisher Leopold/CPNB
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

Rights sold 
German (Freies Geistesleben)

The greatest asset of  
War and Friendship is 
Verroen’s unemotional 
tone, the small sentences 
that embody a life. 
– NRC Handelsblad

War and Friendship hits the 
bullseye. – Het Parool
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The boy’s panic and 
despair are depicted so 
well that you almost get 
stomach ache yourself as 
you read the pages. 
– Het Parool
 
A gripping story, to be read 
with the debate about 
refugees in the back of 
your mind. A seemingly 
simple style, with subtle 
asides. 
– Dagblad van het Noorden

Naar het noorden (To the North) is set  
in the winter of 1944–1945, the winter  
of starvation, and the book makes an 
immediate impact. Not just because of 
what happens in the first two chapters – 
Jaap (almost 11) has a baby sister who  
lives for only a few minutes – but mainly 
because of the way Koos Meinderts writes 
about this family tragedy: in his subtle 
style and with precise observations.

‘She lay in the shed in a shoebox that 
belonged to my father. Black shoes for 
men, made by Bata, size 45. She did not 
have a coffin. “We really need the wood for 
the stove,” my father said. He would take 
her to the cemetery soon.’ And then later: 
‘My father carried the shoebox as you 
carry a baby, on his arm.’
 The force of this book lies in the details, 
which are often harrowing, presenting a 
vivid picture of the era and making the 
suffering palpable.
 Other than watery slop from the soup 
kitchen, Jaap’s family have barely anything 
to eat. His mother is a shadow of her 
former self, his brother Little Kees’s belly 
is swollen with hunger: ‘Kees weighed less 

than a balloon. One tiny breath of wind 
and he would float away.’
 Their parents decide to send Jaap,  
Little Kees and their sister Nel to the 
north, where there is more food. Between 
40,000 and 50,000 malnourished Dutch 
city children were sent to the countryside 
that winter.
 After a distressing journey by boat, the 
three children are sent to live at separate 
addresses in the province of Friesland. 
Meinderts sensitively describes this minor 
culture shock: urban, Catholic Jaap finds 
himself in a village with a strictly Calvinist 
couple who would rather he did not make 
the sign of the cross before eating.
 Jaap misses home, particularly when he 
has to deal with a personal war, with his 
classmate Tjeerd. After four months, he is 
allowed to return to the city, but how has 
his family fared in the meantime?
 The German occupiers are never 
mentioned as such. There are soldiers  
and bombings, but the emphasis is on the 
consequences of the war for these chil-
dren, not on the politics behind the war.  
A beautiful book, which is also attractively 
designed and illustrated.

Koos Meinderts 
To the North
 
A hard-hitting story about children fleeing from starvation in WWII

Koos Meinderts (b. 1953) has 
written more than fifty books, 
including picture books like  
De vuurtoren (The Lighthouse), 
poetry collections like Het regent 
zonlicht (It’s Raining Sunlight) and 
two novels for young adults: Lang 
zal ze leven (Long May She Live) and 
De zee zien (To See the Sea), which 
won the Flemish Boekenleeuw 
award. His books are usually 
illustrated by his wife, Annette 
Fienieg. Meinderts has also written 
musicals and many song lyrics. 
Books by Meinderts have been 
translated into Afrikaans, Chinese, 
Danish, German, English, French, 
Kurdish, Norwegian, Spanish, 
Swedish and Japanese.

Author Koos Meinderts 
Age 10+ 
Pages 198
Publisher Hoogland & Van Klaveren
Contact 
Elaine Michon
elaine@elami-agency.com 
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After a first disastrous day at school, 
during which she’s completely humili-
ated, Parker discovers that her dog, 
Alaska, is living with the biggest bully in 
her class. Her family had to let Alaska go 
because of her brother’s allergy. Parker 
can’t stand the thought that her beloved 
Alaska is now an assistance dog for the 
horrible Sven, who suffers from epileptic 
fits. So she decides one night to kidnap 
the dog. Her plan does not go well, and 
she ends up talking to Sven.  
 
These two near-adolescents are both 
struggling to deal with their own prob-
lems. Parker has just had a terrible sum-
mer involving a traumatic experience. All 
she really wants is to be as invisible as 
possible. Sven, on the other hand, thinks 
that he needs to pull off some brilliant 
stunt to stop everyone feeling sorry for 
him. He’s scared of his body, which could 
let him down at any moment, but he’s 
determined to put up a fight. 
 As they can’t be seen together in the 
daytime, much of the book is set at night. 
The two children are enemies at first, but 

they come to know and trust each other. 
This results in interactions that are both 
moving and hilarious, with the emotional 
highpoint the scene in which Alaska 
finally has to choose for herself which of 
her owners she wants to be with.
 Alaska is another brilliantly constructed 
and subtly composed book by Woltz, full of 
humour, dynamism and layers. It’s about 
searching for your identity and dealing 
with emotions like shame and jealousy, 
which become a real issue at the start of 
puberty. And about the big and complex 
world that you have to negotiate as a 
13-year-old, particularly at school with all 
its unwritten rules and codes, which are 
often so very confusing.
 Anna Woltz succeeds in clearly present-
ing complicated emotions in accessible  
yet stylistically sophisticated language:  
‘If there was a sport called epilepsy, there’s 
no way in a million years I’d ever choose to 
join the club.’ Alaska is a cinematic adven-
ture that will appeal to many children, 
partly because of the positive outcome.

Anna Woltz
Alaska 
A cinematic adventure about two 13-year olds searching for their identity

Anna Woltz’s (b. 1981) first book 
was published when she was 
seventeen. Since then she has 
written more than twenty books for 
children. She is one of the most 
important Dutch writers at the 
moment and highly acclaimed by 
critics, who have praised her most 
recent books to the skies. Several of 
Woltz’s books have been translated 
and she has won a number of prizes. 
Her previous book, Gips (Plaster), 
was awarded the most important 
Dutch children’s book prize in 2016: 
the Gouden Griffel.

Author Anna Woltz
Age 10+ 
Pages 192
Publisher Querido
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

Rights sold 
German (Carlsen) 

In Alaska, Anna Woltz 
shows once again that she 
understands better than 
anyone else the art of 
writing about the pain  
of life in a sparkling and 
light-hearted way. 
– Kinderboekenpraatjes 

Alaska is a little less 
exuberant and therefore 
better balanced... once 
again she deliberately 
allows the inevitable 
reality to slip slowly into 
the story. 
– NRC Handelsblad
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The atmosphere in Gideon 
Samson’s Island Days is 
electric. – Trouw

Gideon Samson maintains 
the tension all the way to 
the very end of this 
original story about the 
confusing emotions that 
can engulf you during 
puberty. – 7DAYS

Jakob Zervakis has a Dutch mother and  
a Greek father. When his mother books a 
holiday with her new boyfriend at a 
luxury hotel in Thailand, she sends Jakob 
to stay at his father’s restaurant on an 
island in the Mediterranean for the first 
time in years. Jakob takes thirty comic 
books with him, just to be on the safe side. 

Fortunately, the son of the owner of the 
competing beach restaurant, where the 
moussaka tastes of cardboard, is there to 
provide some entertainment. They were 
friends way back when Jakob lived in the 
village, and he’s been looking forward to 
Jakob’s return. Together, they rediscover 
the blissful island life that has been 
waiting for him all this time. And when 
Puck, Michális’s stunning summertime 
girlfriend, arrives, everything proves to be 
even more fun with three.
 There are few authors who can write 
about awkward situations as wonderfully 
as Gideon Samson. It is as if the reader is 
looking into a particularly honest mirror. 
Even more so this time, as Samson has 

chosen to employ an unusual perspective, 
in which the ‘you’ form is used and it feels 
as if the writer can read your deepest 
thoughts.
 Is there an absolute line between doing, 
joining in and watching? That is the 
question at the heart of this book, which 
will give you goose bumps and tantalise 
your senses. Because when his new best 
friends are kissing beside him on the 
beach and Puck suddenly puts her hand on 
his leg and starts stroking, Jakob realises 
that he is anything but invisible and even 
as a reader you feel as if you are being 
drawn into this dangerous game.
 In what is still a relatively small body of 
work, Samson explores the notion that 
children are not as innocent as they seem. 
In this book, he does so in a more gripping 
and relatable style than ever before. The 
story is so intense that at times it seems as 
if the author has stopped telling a story, 
the reader has stopped listening to one, 
and that wall made of paper pages and 
cardboard covers no longer matters. 

Gideon Samson
Island Days 
Island Days features what is perhaps the most exciting first kiss of all time

Gideon Samson (b. 1985) dreamed 
of being a professional footballer but 
instead became a writer, like his 
mother. And what a writer he is. His 
debut Niets zeggen! (Don’t Say 
Anything!, 2008) about bullying was 
an award winner and he became the 
youngest-ever winner of a Zilveren 
Griffel for Ziek (Sick, 2009). This 
was followed by the sensational 
Zwarte Zwaan (Black Swan, 2012). 
He was even able to put his 
footballing career to good use in De 
Scheids (The Ref, 2014), writing a 
book for adults, under the pseudo-
nym of Menno Fernandes, about his 
experiences as a referee in amateur 
football.

Author Gideon Samson
Age 11+
Pages 176
Publisher Leopold
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

Rights sold 
German (Gerstenberg) 
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There are many stories in the Jewish, 
Islamic and Arab traditions about the 
wise King Solomon. Following Solomon’s 
adage that ‘a good word makes the heart 
glad’, Lida Dijkstra has distilled out of 
this tangle a colourful fairy tale that, 
together with Martijn van der Linden’s 
beautiful, eloquent full-page illustra-
tions, evokes the atmosphere of the 
Thousand and One Nights and positively 
begs to be read out loud. 

The protagonist in De ring van koning 
Salomo (King Solomon’s Ring) is the 
orphan Sem, the ‘oil boy’ who fills the 
lamps at Solomon’s court, where the old 
inventor Bakbakkar takes him under his 
wing. Through Sem’s eyes, we become 
acquainted with Solomon, the rich and 
powerful king who, as the head of the 
Jewish Court of Justice, uses his profound 
wisdom to settle even the most compli-
cated disputes. But when Solomon loses 
his magical star ring, which was forged by 
the archangel Michael, he apparently 
transforms into a man possessed by the 
devil. Has the demon king Asmodeus got 

hold of the ring so that he and his ‘princes 
of darkness’ can disturb the balance of the 
world? Sem decides to take action, with 
the help of a flying carpet and Iryt, a girl 
from Sheba.
 The form of Dijkstra’s story is a non-
rhyming narrative poem. Very skilfully, in 
vivid, timeless language that fits with the 
tradition of oral storytelling, Dijkstra 
interweaves Sem’s story with the tale of 
the eternal struggle between the worlds 
above and below − effectively depicted by 
Van der Linden on every page in earthy 
shades of brown and heavenly blue − and 
the classic Solomon stories about greed 
versus charity. The story about the child 
with two mothers, the story of the field of 
brotherly love, the construction of the 
First Temple and a number of Biblical 
proverbs: they’re all in there. And, as the 
book says, ‘Sometimes you don’t see what’s 
there. Sometimes you see what’s not 
there.’ Meanwhile Dijkstra’s subtle 
humour keeps the tone light. That makes 
this beautifully designed book an accessi-
ble story that is both rich and layered.

Lida Dijkstra & Martijn van der Linden
King Solomon’s Ring
 
An original, sparkling and beautifully illustrated tale based around 
the ancient myths about King Solomon

Imagination, humour and clear 
language are the hallmarks of the 
writing of Lida Dijkstra (b. 1961), 
who creates picture books as well 
as books for early readers and for 
older children. She won a prize for 
her Verhalen voor de vossen- 
broertjes (Stories for the Little Fox 
Brothers), a surprising and quirky 
take on the medieval classic Van 
den vos Reynaerde, the story of 
Reynard the fox.
 
The masterful Thé Tjong-Khing 
provided the pictures for that book, 
while Martijn van der Linden  
(b. 1979) has illustrated King 
Solomon’s Ring. He is one of the 
most prolific and versatile illustrators 
in the Netherlands right now. Last 
year he received the Woutertje 
Pieterse Prize for Stem op de okapi 
(Vote for the Okapi), written by 
Edward van de Vendel. 

Author Lida Dijkstra
Illustrator Martijn van der Linden
Age 10+ 
Pages 187
Publisher Luitingh-Sijthoff
Contact 
Thille Dop
tdop@lsamsterdam.nl 

A beautiful book in every 
respect, with a well-
written and evocative story 
and enchanting 
illustrations. 
– Kinderboekenpraatjes

Long live this style of 
storytelling. Dijkstra 
shows her melodic side 
and artfully weaves the 
sentences together, a 
delight to read out loud. 
– JaapLeest
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This is a book that deserves a large 
international audience for its subject 
matter alone. With a great deal of humour, 
Benny Lindelauf describes a pointless 
war of the kind that could have taken 
place not all that long ago, not all that far 
away. Are we reading about the American 
civil war? Or are these scuffles and 
skirmishes Napoleonic? For the soldiers, 
it does not really matter: at the appointed 
time, they meet up to fight, and sometimes 
one army loses, sometimes the other.  

In spite of this serious subject, Hoe Tortot 
zijn vissenhart verloor (How Tortot Lost  
His Fish’s Heart) is not a weighty book. 
Tortot is a marvellous cook, still managing 
to make delicious meals for the soldiers 
every time, with fewer and fewer ingredi-
ents. It is thanks to him that the men can 
keep on fighting the war. His life depends 
on his creativity. If he does not succeed, 
then he runs the risk of ending up before 
the firing squad. And then there’s only one 
way out: when the going gets too tough, he 
swaps sides and joins the other army.

One day, inside a barrel of pickled gher-
kins, he finds a young deserter who has 
lost his legs on the battlefield. He calls him 
Half-George and reluctantly takes the boy 
under his wing. The two of them go on to 
have one bizarre adventure after the next. 
 Ludwig Volbeda, known for his work 
for adults, has made timeless illustrations 
to accompany the story, packed with 
cannons and swords, emperors and 
castles, all of which tell their own fascinat-
ing stories. Even without reading the 
words, this is a book you can spend ages 
leafing through. 
 But is it all one big joke? The Handbook 
of Wartime Etiquette, the stomach-turning 
story about the ‘Virgin Cheese’ and the 
amusing exploits of the two vain emperors 
might suggest so. But just at the right 
moment it becomes clear that the tough 
cook Tortot, who says himself that he has 
the ice-cold heart of a fish, misses his 
mother and secretly dreams of peace.

Benny Lindelauf & Ludwig Volbeda
How Tortot Lost His Fish’s Heart
A quirky picaresque tale, reminiscent of the Czech satirical 
classic The Good Soldier Švejk 

Benny Lindelauf (b. 1964) trained 
as an actor and dancer. He made his 
writing debut with Omhoogvaldag 
(1998, Falling Upward Day) but 
became best known for his historical 
novels for children Negen open 
armen (2004, published in English 
as Nine Open Arms, 2014, trans-
lated by John Nieuwenhuizen) and 
the sequel De hemel van Heivisj 
(Heivisj’s Heaven, 2010), inspired by 
the stories his grandma and her 
sisters told him. He won the Thea 
Beckman Prize and the Gouden 
Zoen for Negen open armen and the 
Woutertje Pieterse Prize, Dioraphte 
Jongerenliteratuur Prize and the 
Nienke van Hichtum Prize for De 
hemel van Heivisj. His books have 
been published in 8 languages.

Author Benny Lindelauf
Illustrator Ludwig Volbeda
Age 12+ 
Pages 240
Publisher Querido
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

Rights sold
English (Pushkin Press)

Benny Lindelauf proves 
himself to be an unrivalled 
stylist – and, once again, 
one of the best writers for 
young people that we have. 
– NRC Handelsblad 
 
Grimness, gravity and 
humour keep one another 
nicely in balance. [...] A 
timeless and ageless 
parable about the absurdity 
of war. – De Standaard 
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Depicting historical reality in a believable 
way is no easy task. But in Een Mann  
(A Mann) Rindert Kromhout undeniably 
proves his skill as a writer. Writing from 
the perspective of Klaus Mann (1906–
1949), he convincingly shares with the 
reader this author’s difficult coming of 
age, whose fate and perhaps misfortune 
was to begin his career in his father’s 
shadow.  

It is July 1926. Klaus is living in Paris, 
where – following the premiere of his play 
Anja und Esther – he has become frustrated 
with his writing. His frustration stems 
from an identity crisis: he sees himself as a 
wild, spirited and rebellious artist and yet 
is struggling with a perceived lack of 
appreciation from his conservative father, 
who appears to prefer his sister Erika, a 
year older than Klaus, and his father’s 
kindred spirit in every respect. Does his 
aloof father, the man he admires so greatly, 
whom he has significantly called ‘the 
magician’ ever since his childhood, believe 
Klaus does not have sufficient talent as a 
writer? Or does he disapprove of Klaus’s 
open homosexuality?

Encouraged by Sylvia Beach, the founder 
of the famous Parisian bookshop ‘Shake-
speare and Company’, which at the time 
was the essential meeting place for literary 
greats like Hemingway and Joyce, Klaus 
decides to write his father a letter. When it 
looks as if that might prove too confronta-
tional, he chooses a different form and, 
thinking of his father’s Buddenbrooks (1901), 
he writes a touching, classic coming-of-age 
novel, hoping that it will bring the two of 
them closer. 
 Kromhout not only sketches the elitist 
artistic milieu against the backdrop of the 
dramatic events of the first half of the 
twentieth century both realistically and 
vividly, he also subtly poses interesting 
questions about the power of literature 
and what it can do with reality. Should 
Klaus, like his father, ‘transform the truth 
into a mirror for his readers’? Or follow in 
the footsteps of his liberal uncle Heinrich, 
his father’s opposite, the very model of a 
socially and politically engaged author? 
One thing is certain: A Mann is a very rich 
and rewarding tale. Let’s hope Kromhout 
is quick to write the sequel.

Rindert Kromhout
A Mann
A fascinating historical novel about the troubled relationship 
between Klaus Mann and his famous father, Thomas

Readers who are familiar with the 
trilogy that Rindert Kromhout  
(b. 1958) wrote about the artistic 
Bloomsbury Group know that if 
anyone can write convincingly about 
the past, then it is Kromhout. Part 
one of this YA trilogy, Soldaten 
huilen niet (Soldiers Don’t Cry, 
2010) thoroughly deserved to win 
not one but two major awards, the 
Thea Beckman Prize and the 
Gouden Lijst. Since 1982, 
Kromhout has created an extensive 
and wide-ranging body of work. His 
style is clear and direct. He has also 
achieved success with his series of 
picture books about ‘Little Donkey’, 
which he makes with illustrator 
Annemarie van Haeringen. 

Author Rindert Kromhout
Age 15+
Pages 384
Publisher Leopold
Contact 
Lucienne van der Leije
lucienne.vanderleije@wpgmedia.nl

A Mann is a fine historical 
novel to be swept along by 
[…], a well-documented 
and interesting story.
– JaapLeest 

A Mann is a masterful 
book. – Het Parool
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Frequently Asked Questions

Alexandra Koch
Schwob 
a.koch@letterenfonds.nl

Suzanne Meeuwissen
Digital literature 
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Who decides the contents of this brochure?
Our editors, together with the literary critics of the main daily 
newspapers in The Netherlands. We want to showcase the best 
in different age ranges, chosen from titles that were published in 
the past year, and enjoyed good sales, excellent reviews and 
possibly a literary award or nomination. Equally important is the 
question: ‘Does it travel?’ Our advisors talk to publishers from all 
over the world and while it is impossible to say with certainty 
which Dutch children’s books and YA will travel where, we have 
the expertise to make an educated guess.

At book fairs, do you talk about these books exclusively?
While we like to discuss our catalogue, there are always other 
titles: books that have just appeared or are about to come out or 
books that just missed our selection. Our advisors read as much 
as they can.

Do you work together with Dutch publishers and agents?
We keep each other informed about interest in titles and rights 
sales. When we commission a sample translation, we usually 
share the costs. However, we always make our own decisions, 
and remain completely independent.

How many books by one author will you support?
We can support one author and/or illustrator with three books.

Are all books in your brochure eligible for a grant?
Yes they are, with a maximum subsidy of 70% of the translation 
costs based on the actual fee paid by the publisher. For classics 
financial support can go up to 100%. For illustrated (picture) 
books, there is an additional subvention of a maximum of 30% of 
the printing costs, with a limit of € 2.800,-.

Are books that aren’t included in your brochure eligible?
As long as it’s a good title, it probably is. We make our decisions 
based on three criteria: literary quality of the book, status of the 
publishing house and quality of the translator. You can always 
ask in advance if a book is eligible or not.

Can you help us find a translator? 
Lists of experienced translators are provided by e-mail. 

We want to work with somebody who is not on your list.
Then we require a sample translation of 20 pages and the 
translator’s CV. If the translation is good, the translator will be 
added to our list. If the translation needs repair, we can make 
suggestions. If the translation is beyond repair, you are advised 
to hire somebody who is on our list.

How do we apply for a translation subsidy?
We need contracts with the rights holders and the translator, 
plus the application form. You can submit digitally from our 
website: http://www.letterenfonds.nl/en/translation-subsidy. 
Meetings are held six times a year, the dates are announced on 
our website.

We would like to invite a Dutch author for a promotional visit. 
If you organise a good programme and offer the author accom-
modation, we can cover the travel costs.

Individual Publisher’s Visits
We host 8 to 10 publishers and editors per year on an individual 
basis. Usually, these are great if you already have one or more 
Dutch authors on your list and would like to see them, combined 
with a schedule of meetings.

What’s Schwob?
Schwob.nl is a European network for forgotten or undiscovered 
books, established and maintained by translators, publishers 
and editors, researchers, readers and critics.

Can I subscribe to Children’s Books from Holland?
Please leave your card at our stand, or send a message.  
All our past issues are available at www.letterenfonds.nl.
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Paul Biegel

African edition

Die groot Klein Kapitein translated by Daniel 
Hugo. Ill. for Protea Boekhuis, 2016. Original 
title: De kleine kapitein, published by Holland, 
1970 – 1975. 

Tonke Dragt

English edition

The song of seven translated by Laura 
Watkinson for Pushkin Press, 2016. Original 
title: De zevensprong, published by Leopold, 
1966. 

Bibi Dumon Tak

Korean edition
 
눈과 얼음 나라의 대단한 친구들 published by 
Woongjin Publishing, 2016. Original title: 
Winterdieren, published by Querido, 2011. 

Annet Huizing

French edition

Comment j’ai écrit un roman sans m’en 
rendre compte translated by Myriam Bouzid 
for Syros, 2016. Original title: Hoe ik per 
ongeluk een boek schreef, published by 
Lemniscaat, 2014. 

Marco Kunst

German edition

Herr der Zeiten translated by Rolf Erdorf for 
Gerstenberg, 2016. Original title: Kroonsz, 
published by Lemniscaat, 2014. 

Benny Lindelauf

Italian edition

Nove braccia spalancate translated by Anna 
Patrucco Becchi for San Paolo, 2016. 
Original title: Negen open armen, published 
by Querido, 2004. 

Recent Translations This is a selection of recently published  
translations from the Dutch. For more information 
please go to our online database of translations 
www.vertalingendatabase.nl. 
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Karina Schaapman

Spanish edition

La casa de los Ratones translated by 
Goedele de Sterck for Blackie Books, 2016. 
Original title: Sam & Julia in het theater, 
published by Rubinstein, 2012. 

Annie M.G. Schmidt & 
Philip Hopman

Finnish edition

Wiplala translated by Niina Juuti for Lector 
Publishing, 2016. Original title: Wiplala, 
published by De Arbeiderspers, 1957.

Jan Paul Schutten & 
Floor Rieder

Norwegian edition

Den fantastiske kroppen og milliardene som 
bor i deg translated by Bodil Engen for 
Spartacus, 2016. Original title: Het wonder 
van jou en je biljoenen bewoners, published 
by Gottmer, 2015. 

Edward van de Vendel & 
Roy Looman

German edition

Krebsmeisterschaft für Anfänger translated 
by Rolf Erdorf for Carlsen, 2016. Original 
title: Het kankerkampioenschap voor 
junioren, published by Querido, 2015.

Bette Westera & Sylvia Weve

German edition

Überall & Nirgends translated by Rolf Erdorf 
for Susanna Rieder Verlag, 2016. Original 
title: Doodgewoon, published by Gottmer, 
2014. 

Anna Woltz

English edition

A hundred hours of night translated by Laura 
Watkinson for Scholastic / Arthur A. Levine, 
2016. Original title: Honderd uur nacht, 
published by Querido, 2014. 
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Floor Rieder
Where Is Ludwig?

Maranke Rinck & 
Martijn van der Linden 
Tangram Cat 

Philip Hopman
Hubert de Givenchy –   
for Audrey with Love

Bibi Dumon Tak & 
Annemarie van Haeringen
Sien’s Heaven
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To the North
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